Plan Your Private Customized In-House Training
The GTC Advantage:
Always Updated

Simple

Trusted

our material is constantly
updated and kept current

we make a complicated
topic easy to understand

27+ years of assisting
companies with
trade compliance

LEVERAGE OUR EXPERIENCE TO INCREASE YOUR KNOWLEDGE
TRENDING TOPICS
INCREASED REVENUE

- LETTERS OF CREDIT

- EXPORT DOC

- INT’L LOGISTICS

- IMPORT DOC

- IMPORT AUDIT

- ITAR

- EXPORT TO MEXICO

- EAR

- EXPORT TO CANADA

- CTPAT

CUSTOMIZATION

- DUTY DRAWBACK

- NAFTA

- TARIFF CLASSIFICATION

- INCOTERMS®

Focus on your needs. Tailor the agenda to skip irrelevant topics and
emphasize relevant ones. Your company product examples may be
included in the training.

When key personnel are familiar with the details of a transaction, it can
save time and money - while also helping to develop and maintain an
important high level of customer satisfaction.

...NOT LIMITED TO THESE TOPICS
® “Incoterms” is a trademark of the International Chamber of Commerce.

TRAIN YOUR TEAM!

INSTRUCTORS
Our instructors have years of real world experience and can relate to
your issues. They are the brightest & most engaging in the industry.
They make complicated trade topics easy to understand.

We have the expertise
& training skills

CONSISTENCY (Build a Compliance Culture)
We have the content
& printed material
27 yrs of experience - We’ve got this!
Call Today!

Successful international trading depends on the effectiveness of
all departments working together. A training seminar involving key
personnel from every department will help you to build a team effort
toward a common goal.

We understand the challenges facing your organization. The entire onsite training experience will be a
rewarding opportunity for all who participate. Whatever challenges you face, education will give you the
tools, understanding, and integrity you need to stay ahead of the competition.

For more information contact us at:

www.GTC.trade/onsite | (800) 860-5030 | contact@globaltrainingcenter.com

